Chart gives shelf clearance for units with equally spaced shelves.

**Note:** Some clearance at top may be less than or greater than other shelf spacings. See M dimension.

**Note:** Tie brace at center of 8’, 9’ and 10’ high units uses 3-1/4’ of available shelf clearance. Shading indicates standard number of shelves.

### Chart:

Prices and availability will be quoted based on the equipment needed to meet your requirements. Please call, fax or email Molders Choice with your mold quantities, sizes and weights, and your plant layout.

C to C of 36” wide unit =

(shelf width 36” + 6-3/16”) 3’ – 6-3/16

C to C of 48” wide unit =

(shelf width 48” + 6-3/16”) 4’ – 6-3/16